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Abstract
A simulation model based on satellite observations of monthly vegetation cover was used to estimate monthly carbon fluxes
in terrestrial ecosystems from 1982 to 1998. The NASA – CASA model was driven by vegetation properties derived from the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and radiative transfer algorithms that were developed for Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). For the terrestrial biosphere, predicted net ecosystem production (NEP) flux
for atmospheric CO2 has varied widely between an annual source of  0.9 Pg C per year and a sink of + 2.1 Pg C per year. The
southern hemisphere tropical zones (SHT, between 0j and 30jS) have a major influence over the predicted global trends in
interannual variability of NEP. In contrast, the terrestrial NEP sink for atmospheric CO2 on the North American (NA) continent
has been fairly consistent between + 0.2 and + 0.3 Pg C per year, except during relatively cool annual periods when continental
NEP fluxes are predicted to total to nearly zero. The predicted NEP sink for atmospheric CO2 over Eurasia (EA) increased
notably in the late 1980s and has been fairly consistent between + 0.3 and + 0.55 Pg C per year since 1988. High correlations
can be detected between the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and predicted NEP fluxes on the EA continent and for the
SHT latitude zones, whereas NEP fluxes for the North American continent as a whole do not correlate strongly with ENSO
events over the same time series since 1982. These observations support the hypothesis that regional climate warming has had
notable but relatively small-scale impacts on high latitude ecosystem (tundra and boreal) sinks for atmospheric CO2.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Less than 50% of the carbon emitted to the
atmosphere each year through forest loss, fossil fuel
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combustion, and industrial activities remains in the
atmosphere. The remainder of the carbon emitted
through these human activities is reabsorbed and
stored as sinks, perhaps temporarily, in the oceans
and in terrestrial ecosystems (Schimel et al., 2001).
This is the so-called ‘‘missing sink’’ for carbon
dioxide emissions. Measured atmospheric CO2, 13C,
and O2/N2 distributions indicate that during the past 2
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decades, a large fraction of the missing carbon sink
has been on land (Bender et al., 1996; Keeling et al.,
1996; Rayner et al., 1999), specifically in the temperate and boreal latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. Nevertheless, the mechanisms and the precise
spatial pattern of a sink for CO2 in the terrestrial
biosphere remain uncertain, to a large degree because
the heterogeneity of land cover and ecosystem exchange processes have not been measured in adequate detail to determine precise regional sink
contributions for atmospheric CO2 (USGCRP, 1999;
Watson et al., 2000).
Uncertainties in terrestrial carbon fluxes may be
reduced with the development of improved modeling
techniques for estimating variability in ecosystem
processes over vast land areas (IGBP, 1998). Global
ecosystem models (e.g., Maisongrande et al., 1995;
Kindermann et al., 1996; McGuire et al., 2001) are
valuable tools in situations when ground-based measurements of carbon fluxes are not adequate to realistically capture variability on a regional basis. A
computer model of this type based on satellite measurements of vegetation cover has been developed to
simulate global ecosystem carbon cycling (Potter and
Klooster, 1997, 1998; Potter, 1999). Our NASA –
Carnegie Ames Stanford Approach (CASA) model
is designed to estimate monthly patterns in carbon
fixation, plant biomass, nutrient allocation, litter fall,
soil nutrient mineralization, and CO2 exchange, including carbon emissions from soils worldwide.
Direct input of satellite ‘‘greenness’’ data from
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) sensor into the NASA – CASA model is
used to estimate spatial variability in monthly net
primary production (NPP), biomass accumulation,
and litter fall inputs to soil carbon pools at a geographic resolution of 0.5j latitude/longitude. Global
NPP of vegetation is predicted using the relationship
between greenness reflectance properties and the
fraction of absorption of photosynthetically active
radiation (FPAR), assuming that net conversion efficiencies of PAR to plant carbon can be approximated
for different ecosystems or are nearly constant across
all ecosystems (Sellers et al., 1994; Running and
Nemani, 1998; Goetz and Prince, 1998). In this study,
we compare the results of NASA – CASA model
predictions from 1982 to 1998 to infer variability in
continental-scale carbon fluxes and to understand

global climate control patterns over terrestrial carbon
sinks.

2. Modeling methods and global drivers
As documented in Potter (1999), the monthly NPP
flux, defined as net fixation of CO2 by vegetation, is
computed in NASA –CASA on the basis of light-use
efficiency (Monteith, 1972). Monthly production of
plant biomass is estimated as a product of timevarying surface solar irradiance Sr and FPAR from
the satellite AVHRR, plus a constant light utilization
efficiency term (emax) that is modified by time-varying
stress scalar terms for temperature (T) and moisture
(W) effects (Eq. (1)):
NPP ¼ Sr FPAR emax T W

ð1Þ

The emax term is set uniformly at 0.39 g C MJ 1
PAR, a value that derives from calibration of predicted
annual NPP to previous field estimates (Potter et al.,
1993). This model calibration has been validated
globally by comparing predicted annual NPP to more
than 1900 field measurements of NPP (Fig. 1). Interannual NPP fluxes from the CASA model have been
reported (Behrenfeld et al., 2001) and validated
against multi-year estimates of NPP from field stations and tree rings (Malmström et al., 1997).
The T stress scalar is computed with reference to
derivation of optimal temperatures (Topt) for plant
production. The Topt setting will vary by latitude and
longitude, ranging from near 0 jC in the Arctic to the
middle 30 in low-latitude deserts. The W stress scalar
is estimated from monthly water deficits, based on a
comparison of moisture supply (precipitation and
stored soil water) to potential evapotranspiration
(PET) demand using the method of Priestly and
Taylor (1972).
Evapotranspiration is connected to water content in
the soil profile layers (Fig. 2), as estimated using the
NASA –CASA algorithms described by Potter (1999).
The soil model design includes three-layer (M1 –M3)
heat and moisture content computations: surface organic matter, topsoil (0.3 m), and subsoil to rooting
depth (1– 2 m). These layers can differ in soil texture,
moisture holding capacity, and carbon – nitrogen dynamics. Water balance in the soil is modeled as the
difference between precipitation or volumetric perco-
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Fig. 1. Comparison of annual observed NPP to predicted values from the NASA – CASA model (driven by 0.5j FPAR from the satellite
AVHRR and climate means from New et al., 2000). The data set of more than 1900 observed NPP points was compiled for the Ecosystem
Model Data Intercomparison (EMDI) activity by the Global Primary Productivity Data Initiative (GPPDI) working groups of the International
Geosphere Biosphere Program Data and Information System (IGBP-DIS; Olson et al., 1997).

lation inputs, monthly estimates of PET, and the
drainage output for each layer. Inputs from rainfall
can recharge the soil layers to field capacity. Excess
water percolates to lower layers and may eventually
leave the system as seepage and runoff. Freeze –thaw
dynamics with soil depth operate according to the
empirical degree –day accumulation method (Jumikis,
1966), as described by Bonan (1989).
Based on plant production as the primary carbon
and nitrogen cycling source, the NASA – CASA model
is designed to couple daily and seasonal patterns in soil
nutrient mineralization and soil heterotropic respiration (Rh) of CO2 from soils worldwide. Net ecosystem
production (NEP) can be computed as NPP minus Rh
fluxes, excluding the effects of small-scale fires and
other localized disturbances or vegetation regrowth
patterns on carbon fluxes (Walker and Steffen,
1997). The NASA – CASA soil model uses a set of
compartmental difference equations with a structure
comparable to the CENTURY ecosystem model (Parton et al., 1992). First-order decay equations simulate
exchanges of decomposing plant residue (metabolic

and structural fractions) at the soil surface. The model
also simulates surface soil organic matter (SOM)
fractions that presumably vary in age and chemical
composition. Turnover of active (microbial biomass
and labile substrates), slow (chemically protected), and
passive (physically protected) fractions of the SOM are
represented. Along with moisture availability and litter
quality, the predicted soil temperature in the M1 layer
controls SOM decomposition. Soil fertility factors are
included in the NASA – CASA model, which control
the allocation of new plant growth to above ground
tissues (leaf and wood) vs. fine root tissue allocation
for acquisition of soil nutrients (Potter, 1999).
Whereas previous versions of the NASA – CASA
model (Potter et al., 1993, 1999) used a normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) to estimate FPAR,
the current model version instead relies upon canopy
radiative transfer algorithms (Knyazikhin et al., 1998),
which are designed to generate improved FPAR products as inputs to carbon flux calculations. These radiative transfer algorithms, developed for the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) in-
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of components in the NASA – CASA model. The soil profile component (a) is layered with depth into a surface
ponded layer (M0), a surface organic layer (M1), a surface organic-mineral layer (M2), and a subsurface mineral layer (M3), showing typical
levels of soil water content (shaded) in three general vegetation types. The production and decomposition component (b) shows separate pools
for carbon cycling among pools of leaf litter, root litter, woody detritus, microbes, and soil organic matter. Microbial respiration rate is controlled
by temperature (TEMP) and litter quality ( q).

strument aboard the NASA Terra platform, account for
attenuation of direct and diffuse incident radiation by
solving a three-dimensional formulation of the radiative transfer process in vegetation canopies. Monthly
composite data from channels 1 and 2 of the AVHRR
have been processed according to the MODIS radiative
transfer algorithms and aggregated over the global land
surface to 0.5j resolution, consistent with the NASA –
CASA climate driver data. To minimize cloud contamination effects, a maximum value composite algorithm
was applied spatially for 0.5j pixel values.
Gridded climate drivers of mean monthly solar
radiation, air surface temperature (TEMP), and precipitation (PREC) come from interpolated weather
station records (New et al., 2000) distributed across
all the continental masses. Land cover categories for
vegetation types are derived from AVHRR classification products (DeFries et al., 1995).
The NASA – CASA soil carbon pools were initialized to represent storage and flux conditions in near
steady state (annual NEP less than 0.5% of global
annual NPP) with respect to mean land surface
climate recorded for the period 1979 –1981 (New et

al., 2000). This initialization protocol was found to be
necessary to eliminate any notable discontinuities in
predicted NEP fluxes during the transition to our
model simulation years of interest, which were run
on a monthly time step starting January 1982 to
December 1998 using interannual FPAR and climate
drivers. When this soil carbon initialization step is not
properly included, we note that an ecosystem model
will likely predict artificially large carbon sinks in the
terrestrial biosphere that then diminish as an artifact
feature over the actual simulation period of interest as
the model eventually approaches steady state. Initializing to near steady state does not, however, address
the issue that some ecosystems are not in equilibrium
with respect to net annual carbon fluxes, especially
when they are recovering from past disturbances.
Therefore, the most appropriate initialization would
be to prescribe observed soil carbon pools for which
we do not have enough global data. Thus, although
initialization to near steady state is common practice,
it is also an assumption in the modeling method.
Accumulation of carbon due to changes in plant
biomass has been reported in a previous paper by
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3. Model results for terrestrial carbon fluxes

NPP for these areas, the NA continent was estimated
to vary between 6 and 7.5 Pg C per year, the EA
continent was estimated to vary between 11 and 13 Pg
C per year, and the SHT zone was estimated to vary
between 16 and 18.5 Pg C per year. Global terrestrial
NPP was estimated to vary between 45 and 51 Pg C
per year. These results for regional NPP fluxes are all
consistent with those reported by Schimel et al. (2001)
based largely on predictions from numerous other
global ecosystem models and inventories. As further
noted by Schimel et al. (2001), the larger NPP fluxes
predicted by our model for EA compared to NA are
mainly a function of larger total land area coverage
over the EA region, rather than higher per unit area
NPP fluxes over most of the continents.
Continental and global scale NEP results from
NASA – CASA interannual simulations imply the following patterns in ecosystem carbon fluxes:

For comparison purposes, we define the continental areas for both North America (NA) and Eurasia
(EA) as latitude zones higher than 13.5jN within their
respective western and eastern sides of the Atlantic
Ocean. The southern hemisphere tropical (SHT) zone
is defined as the latitudes between the equator and
30jS across the entire globe. In terms of predicted

(a) Since 1982, the terrestrial NEP sink for atmospheric CO2 in NA has been fairly consistent
between + 0.2 and + 0.3 Pg C per year, except
during relatively cool yearly periods like 1987,
1991 – 1992, and 1995 – 1996 when the NA
continental NEP is predicted to be close to zero
net flux of CO2 (Fig. 3).

Potter (1999) using the NASA –CASA model. Predicted aboveground biomass (AGB; including leaf
and wood C) was estimated at 651 Pg C for the globe.
Average carbon storage in AGB was predicted to be
highest in broadleaf evergreen forests, mostly in the
tropical zones, at more than 12 kg C m 2, followed
by mixed coniferous –deciduous forests of the temperate zones. Net terrestrial losses of CO2 from
changes in the world’s forest ecosystems are between
1.2 and 1.3 Pg C year 1 for the early 1990s. This
estimate includes areas of forest regrowth and expansion as carbon sinks in temperate and boreal forest
zones based on the recent global maps for observed
climate, soils, plant cover, and changes in forest areas
from natural and human forces.

Fig. 3. NASA – CASA results from interannual simulations of NEP for North America. (a) Monthly predictions; (b) 12 month running mean.
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Fig. 4. NASA – CASA results from interannual simulations of NEP for Eurasia. (a) Monthly predictions; (b) 12 month running mean.

(b) The terrestrial NEP sink for atmospheric CO2 in
EA increased notably in the late 1980s and has
been fairly consistent between + 0.3 and + 0.55
Pg C per year since 1988, except during relatively
cool periods like 1991 –1992 and 1995 –1996
when the EA continental NEP sink is predicted to
vary between + 0.1 and + 0.25 Pg C per year
(Fig. 4).

(c) The global NEP flux for atmospheric CO2 has
varied between an annual source of  0.9 Pg C
per year to a sink of + 2.1 Pg C per year (Fig. 5),
with the SHT zones having a major influence over
global interannual variability (at between  0.3
and + 0.8 Pg C per year).
(d) The global NEP flux for CO2 has tended to
increase from negative (net source flux to the

Fig. 5. NASA – CASA global NEP results. (a) 12 month running mean; (b) Southern Oscillation Index, 12 month running mean. Both panels
reflect a 12 month offset from actual years of model prediction shown in the x-axis.
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atmosphere) in the early 1980s to a consistently
positive (net sink flux from the atmosphere) by
the mid- to late 1990s.
Estimates of net annual carbon sinks for NA
reported in this study fall well within the range
estimated for continental carbon fluxes assembled
by Pacala et al. (2001) and Houghton et al. (1999)
mainly from land-based studies. At the global level,
comparison of terrestrial NEP flux predictions from
NASA – CASA to inverse model estimates for net
exchange of atmospheric CO2 with the terrestrial
biosphere (Bousquet et al., 2000) indicates a close
agreement from 1982 to 1990 between the two
independent methods for estimating net carbon flux
on land (Fig. 5). For the period 1991 – 1995, however,
the two modeling predictions diverge markedly, with
the NASA –CASA model initially predicting a moderate source flux of CO2 to the atmosphere followed
by a larger sustained sink flux during 1993 – 1995,
and the inverse model predicting essentially the
reverse trend. It should be noted that the inverse
model estimate can include sources of terrestrial
carbon emitted to the atmosphere from ecosystem
disturbances, such as wild fires, whereas the
NASA – CASA model does not include these additional source fluxes of CO2. Consequently, because
the two models predict somewhat different sub-components of the global carbon cycle, it is possible that
both model predictions could be reasonably correct
representations of actual fluxes during periods when
NASA – CASA predicts a net terrestrial sink for
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atmospheric CO2, but the inverse model predicts an
additional source flux.
Although our ecosystem modeling results show
several consecutive multi-year periods during which
the magnitudes of continental sinks for CO2 were
fairly constant, the predicted spatial pattern of these
sink fluxes can be highly variable. An example of this
result is shown for NA during the years 1996 –1998
(Fig. 6). All 3 years are predicted to have continental
NEP sink fluxes of 0.1 –0.3 Pg C, but the spatial
distribution of the annual carbon sink is quite different
in each of the 3 years. For example, during 1996, a
year not marked by substantial regional warming
(compared to 1995) nor by above-average precipitation on a continental scale (Fig. 7), the predicted
continental sink for carbon is localized mainly along
the eastern portions of the United States and southern
Canada. In 1997, substantial regional warming and
above-average precipitation were observed, leading to
a shift in the major sink areas on the continent to
northwestern Canada and portions of the central
United States. In 1998, a year closely matching
1997 in total NEP flux of about + 0.2 Pg C for NA,
regional warming continued and above-average precipitation was observed, leading to another shift in the
major sink areas on the continent to southeastern
portions of Canada and the United States. These
variable spatial patterns of annual carbon sinks within
a continental area, which are nearly the same in total
flux magnitude, can be investigated in greater detail
by examining impacts of large-scale climate dynamics, like El Niño events and global teleconnections, on

Fig. 6. Predicted interannual variation in annual NEP fluxes for North America, 1996 – 1998.
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years. However, our results suggest that this climate
control pattern applies mainly to the tropical zones of
the terrestrial biosphere. Relatively cool periods in the
northern zones (30 – 60jN) are not commonly associated with net carbon sinks. Vukicevic et al. (2001)
postulated that climate warming should increase NPP
in northern ecosystems, but that soil Rh should
increase more than NPP, leading to decreased or
negative NEP. Results from our NASA – CASA model do not strongly support this hypothesis. We find
instead that surface warming on the NA and EA
continents has increased the observed FPAR and
predicted NPP during the 1990s at rates that have
exceeded subsequent Rh losses from decomposition.
This could result, at least partially, because litterfall
(particularly from needleleaf trees), the most labile
substrate for decomposition, and responses of soil Rh
to climate lag high seasonal NPP fluxes long enough
to desynchronize these component fluxes of NEP
over time.
4.1. Association analysis for NPP and NEP
controllers

Fig. 7. Smoothed interannual variation in monthly (a) TEMP (12
month running mean), (b) PREC (12 month running sum) for North
America, 1982 – 1998.

the model’s climate controller variables (TEMP and
PREC) for terrestrial NPP and NEP on regional
scales.

4. Understanding global climate controls on
ecosystem production
Our NASA – CASA model results are consistent
with the findings of McGuire et al. (2001), Vukicevic
et al. (2001), and Braswell et al. (1997) that, globally,
there appears to be a net release of carbon to the
atmosphere during warm and dry El Niño years, and a
net uptake during cooler and wetter non-El Niño

Association rule analysis can offer useful insights
into the types of dependencies that exist among
variables within a large data set. Non-random associations between two or more model variables are
reported here using the chi-square test (Stockburger,
1998). Chi-square values greater than 3.84 (degrees
of freedom = 1) indicate a high probability ( p < 0.05)
of non-random association between anomalously
low (LO) or anomalously high (HI) monthly events
for TEMP, PREC, or Sr (solar irradiance) with either
NPP or NEP. We used an anomalous event threshold value of 1.5 standard deviations or greater from
the long-term (1982 – 1998) monthly mean value.
For our analysis, association patterns are reported
below on the basis of frequency of occurrence
within major global vegetation types (DeFries et
al., 1995).
We find that one of the strongest non-random
associations in our NASA – CASA results is that
PREC-LO events co-occur with NPP-LO and with
NEP-LO events in evergreen broadleaf forests, deciduous broadleaf forests, croplands, and grassland savannas (Fig. 8a). These events occur mainly in
drought-sensitive areas of tropical and sub-tropical
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Fig. 8. Locations of co-occurrence between anomalously low (LO) or anomalously high (HI) monthly event observations for climate inputs and
NASA – CASA-predicted NEP from 1982 to 1998. An anomalous event threshold value was defined as 1.5 standard deviations or greater from
the long-term (1982 – 1998) monthly mean value. Each non-white pixel indicates a location where NEP anomalies co-occur in the time series
with (a) PREC-LO or (b) TEMP-HI, and that the color of that pixel indicates the vegetation type at that location.

zones, and possibly in areas of major wild fires that
are associated with FPAR-LO events. We also find
that TEMP-HI events co-occur with NPP-LO events
for these same vegetation types, which can be another
indicator of drought stress effects on plant carbon
gains.
Another non-random association rule indicates that
TEMP-HI events co-occur with NPP-HI and NEP-HI
events in tundra, grasslands, deciduous needleleaf
forests, evergreen needleleaf forests, and mixed (needleleaf – broadleaf) forests (Fig. 8b), even with cooccurring PREC-LO events. These observations lead

to the hypothesis that regional climate warming has
had the greatest impact on high latitude (tundra and
boreal) sinks for atmospheric CO2, particularly over
the EA continent.
We find in addition that PREC-HI plus TEMP-HI
events co-occur with NPP-HI and NEP-HI events in
mixed forests, deciduous broadleaf forests, and evergreen needleleaf forests. This non-random association
suggests an important dual control over net carbon
fluxes by PREC and TEMP events in transition zones
between cool temperate and warmer sub-tropical forest ecosystems.
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4.2. Correlations with climate indices
The influence of ocean surface climate events, such
as the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), on
atmospheric circulation and land surface climate has
been noted as a significant global teleconnection
(Glantz et al., 1991). Teleconnection is a term used
in meteorological studies to describe simultaneous
variation in climate and related processes over widely
separated points on earth. There are different phases in
climate indices (CIs) such as the ENSO, which is
called El Niño in the warm phase and La Niña in the
cold phase. ENSO warming at the sea surface, which
is driven by changes in winds and ocean –atmosphere
heat exchange, typically extends to about 30jN and
30jS latitude, with lags into continental land areas for
several months. The Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)
is an indicator of atmospheric impacts of ENSO,
computed as the standardized difference between sea
level pressure (SLP) measured in Tahiti (17jS,
149jW) and Darwin, Australia (13jS, 131jE).
The SOI is commonly used to document warm
phases in ENSO, which are often associated with
above-average temperatures in the northwestern half
of the North American continent, and below-average
temperatures in the southeastern half (Trenberth and
Hurrell, 1994; Klein et al., 1999; McCabe and Dettinger, 1999). There is also a pattern of the warmphase ENSO associated with above-average precipitation over western coastal South America (Vuille et
al., 2000), the southern United States, and northern
Mexico, plus below-average precipitation in south –
central Africa, northeastern South America, parts of
southern Asia and Australia, and in North America
from the Canadian Rockies to the Great Lakes region.
In contrast to ENSO, the North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) index refers to the north – south oscillation in
atmospheric mass between the Icelandic low (65jN,
22jW) and the Azores high pressure centers from
39jN, 9jW to 36jN, 6jW (Walker and Bliss, 1932;
Thompson and Wallace, 1998). The atmospheric state
indexed by negative NAO corresponds to a southward
displacement of winter storms and moisture transport
across the North Atlantic into southern Europe (Hurrell, 1995). A positive NAO corresponds to northward
displacement of storms and moisture in northernmost
Europe and Russia. During winter months when the
NAO index is high, anomalously low precipitation

commonly occurs over the Canadian Arctic, central
and southern Europe, the Mediterranean, and Middle
East. Conversely, anomalously high precipitation
occurs from Iceland though Scandinavia. In the eastern United States, winters with negative NAO are
characterized by more northerly winds, which reduce
moisture transports into the region from the south.
The NAO can also represent the persistence of belowaverage temperature variations over North Africa and
the Middle East, and above-average temperatures over
North America (Hurrell, 1995).
Using matching monthly records for the period of
1982 – 1998, significant relationships between the
time series anomalies of SOI or NAO and carbon
(NPP or NEP) fluxes from our NASA – CASA model
were identified using Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(r). In each of these comparison cases, serial correlation (i.e., autocorrelation) needs to be considered
when testing the significance of the relationship
between two time series. Hence, we first determined
the serial correlation of CIs at all possible lag times.
SOI anomalies have a low autocorrelation function
( < 0.3) at lag times greater than about 6 months (using
index data from 1958 to 1995). For NAO anomalies,
the autocorrelation function is < 0.1 at lag times
greater than 3 months. For our predicted NPP anomalies, the autocorrelation function is < 0.1 at lag times
greater than 6 months. Based on these results, we
accepted degrees of freedom (df) for the CI time series
correlations with NPP and NEP fluxes to be df = 32
(34 ‘seasons’ of 6 months duration in a 17-year
window, minus 2 for a two-tailed test of significance).
The highest correlations were detected between the
deseasonalized time series for SOI with global terrestrial NEP at r = 0.43 ( p < 0.05 with 3 mo lag; Fig. 5),
for SOI with SHT NEP at r = 0.44 ( p < 0.05 with 6 mo
lag), and for SOI with EA NEP at r = 0.34 ( p < 0.05
with 3 mo lag). In contrast, all global and continental
scale correlations between SOI and NPP were found to
be low (r < 0.2), a pattern also reported by Behrenfeld
et al. (2001) using the CASA NPP model, albeit for a
much shorter period of 1997 – 2000. We also found a
low correlation between SOI and NA NEP (r < 0.25)
for 1982 –1998. This is not to imply that there were no
high correlations between SOI and NPP or NEP time
series for many sub-continental areas. On the contrary,
on small scales, predicted NPP fluxes from the
NASA –CASA model can be highly correlated with
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SOI, particularly for areas of the southern United
States, northeastern South America, south – central
Africa, and parts of southern Asia and Australia.
We could not detect high correlations (r>0.3)
between the deseasonalized time series for NAO
index with NPP or NEP at either global or continental
scales. These results support the hypothesis that the
NAO has relatively small-scale effects on interannual
variations in land surface climate and terrestrial carbon fluxes, at least compared to ENSO. Areas over
northern Canada and the EA continent represent prime
examples of these small-scale effects of NAO on
predicted NPP from the model.
As implied in the previous section, deseasonalized
time series for NPP and NEP fluxes for the entire NA
continent were positively correlated with continental
TEMP anomalies (Fig. 7), at r = 0.49 NPP and at
r = 0.39 NEP ( p < 0.05), although not significantly
correlated with continental PREC anomalies. Over
the same period, continental-scale correlations between
SOI or NAO and mean TEMP anomalies were found to
be low (r < 0.15), whereas the correlation between SOI
and continental PREC anomalies was significant
(r =  0.43; p < 0.05). This series of results suggest that
teleconnections of commonly used climate indices like
SOI and NAO to terrestrial carbon cycles of NA
develop as relatively small-scale and temporally varying combinations of climate controls. It also implies
that regional climate warming and high latitude (tundra
and boreal) sinks for atmospheric CO2 predicted over
NA during the 1990s are not strongly ENSO related.
The relative impacts of PREC, TEMP, and FPAR
time series inputs (to the NASA – CASA carbon
model) on correlations between climate indices with
our predicted NEP fluxes have been examined further
in a related paper (Potter et al., in press). For example,
we find that 15% of the total land area shown as
having a strong correlation of NEP with SOI also
shows strong correlation of winter (DJF) PREC with
SOI. Just over 34% of total land area shown as having
a strong correlation of NEP with SOI also shows
strong correlation of TEMP with SOI, while only 7%
also shows strong correlation of both PREC and
TEMP with SOI. We can therefore conclude that at
least 50% of the global land areas shown as having a
strong correlation of predicted NEP with climate
indices results from similarly strong correlations of
either PREC and TEMP model inputs with SOI or
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NAO. The remaining 50% of the global land area
shown as having strong NEP correlations must result
from FPAR inputs to the NASA – CASA carbon
model, which can also correlate significantly with
either climate index.

5. Concluding remarks
Our NASA – CASA model results reveal important
patterns of geographic variability in NPP and NEP
between and within major continental areas of the
terrestrial biosphere. A unique advantage of combining ecosystem modeling with global satellite drivers
for vegetation cover properties is to enhance the
spatial resolution of sink patterns for CO2 in the
terrestrial biosphere. On the temporal scale, this
AVHRR data set used to generate FPAR input to the
NASA – CASA model now extends for nearly 20
years of global monthly imagery, which permits
model evaluations within the context of other global
long-term data sets for climate and atmospheric CO2
levels. We have begun to identify numerous relatively
small-scale patterns throughout the world where terrestrial carbon fluxes may vary between net annual
sources and sinks from 1 year to the next. Predictions
of NEP for these areas of high interannual variability
will require further validation of carbon model estimates, with focus on both flux algorithm mechanisms
and potential scaling errors to the regional level.
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